When calculating the vibration or sound power of a vibration source, it is necessary to know the point mobility of the supporting structure. A new method is presented for the calculation of point mobility matrix of a thin circular plate with concentrated masses in this paper. Transverse vibration mode functions are worked out by utilizing the structural circumferential periodicity of the inertia excitation produced by the concentrated masses. The numerical vibratory results, taking the clamped case as an instance, are compared to the published ones to validate the method for ensuring the correctness of mobility solution. Point mobility matrix, including the driving and transfer point mobility, of the titled structure is computed based on the transverse vibration solution. After that, effect of the concentrated masses on the mechanical point mobility characteristics is analyzed.
Introduction
Design of quiet and low vibration equipment requires quantitative data of the sound and vibration sources. Mechanical point mobility matrix is an appropriate tool to describe the dynamic characteristics and is needed for the estimation of vibration and sound power transmission from the source to the receiving structure if the energy based methods are used. In many cases, it is impossible to measure the point mobility needed for an analysis directly; therefore, it is necessary to calculate them in terms of the relative theory.
Much work has been done in finding analytical formula for point mobility. Fahy [1] , Fahy and Gradonio [2] and Cremer et al. [3] gave a comprehensive summary of formulas for kinds of classical structures, such as beams, plates, and shells. Many authors, among them Sarradj [4] , Moorhouse and Gibbs [5] , Bonhoff and Petersson [6] , and Mayr and Gibbs [7] , calculated various point mobility of beam/platelike components in more or less detail. In contrast, more results of point mobility were applied in complicated and built-up structures. Petersson and Heckl [8] studied point mobility for the plate with arbitrary thickness and the deep beams. Sciulli [9] analyzed the true effects of vibrating system flexibility. Grice and Pinnington [10] estimated the meansquare flexural vibration of a thin plate box via calculating its mechanical impedances. Putra [11] modified Laulegnat's model by applying impedance and mobility to research the sound radiation of a perforated plate. Wang [12] provided a general formula to solve the vibration problem for continuous systems. Yun and Mak [13] reported the effects of the interaction between two vibratory machines on the power transmitted to a coupling dual-layered floor plate and the level of power transmissibility by simulating the floor structure mobility. Zu and Mak [14] proposed a method to determine the best mounting position for isolated vibratory equipment in buildings by obtaining the floor mobility at all possible positions. Huang et al. [15] presented a systematic modeling method to analyze the vibration transmission of a typical floating raft system in submarines according to the mobility calculation. Chen and Wu [16] established a model of a base system consisting of two isolators and a beam to calculate the force transfer rate by adopting the transfer matrix method.
The most common ground in the previous research is that the subjects investigated are always homogeneous beam, plate, and shell. However, most components are not the case in actual project. Additional structures, such as concentrated mass, oscillator, and interior support, are attached to the components and the case in which the plates with variable thickness or tapered indentations [17, 18] are also being involved. In this paper, point mobility function of a thin circular plate carrying concentrated masses with simple boundary conditions, including simply supported, clamped and free outer boundaries, is studied. Firstly, the transverse vibration mode functions are computed utilizing the structural circumferential periodicity of the inertia excitation produced by the concentrated masses and the numerical results are compared to the existing ones calculated by using the other mature technology. And, then, the mobility matrix consists of the force and moment and coupling mobility is worked out according to the methodology in [19] . Finally, the clamped case was taken as an instance to describe the influence of the mass parameters on the point mobility characteristics.
Solution of Transverse Vibration
Solution of mode functions is a principal and pivotal link in point mobility calculation of the elastic continuum. In this section, a mathematical model utilizing the structural circumferential periodicity produced by the concentrated masses will be established to describe the free transverse vibration of the titled structure. The numerical vibratory results will be compared to the ones generated from the other methods to validate the presented mathematical model and to ensure the correctness of the point mobility calculation. Figure 1 is an isotropic thin circular plate carrying concentrated masses , whose position is ( , ) when the cylindrical coordinates of reference ( , , ) are located at the center with the -axis orthogonal to the surface of the plate and coincide with the -axis of the Cartesian coordinate system ( , , , ).
Governing Differential Equation.
The governing differential equation of the transverse vibration can be written according to the classical plate theory:
] is the bending stiffness, is Young's modulus, ℎ is the plate thickness, is Poisson's ratio, ∇ 2 is the Laplacian operator, is the transverse displacement, is mass density, and is inertia excitation produced by the concentrated masses. Since the system motion can be regarded as a simple harmonic vibration, the transverse displacement and the inertia excitation may be assumed as follows:
where denotes the natural frequency, = √ −1, and is the natural mode of the plate. For convenience in later mathematical work, the following dimensionless parameters are introduced:
= ,
where and are the polar radius and polar angle of an arbitrary point on plate, respectively, is the radius of the plate, and the subscript represents the serial number of concentrated masses. Substituting the dimensionless parameters above into (1), the expression could be deduced:
where is the excitation force amplitude generated at the masses' position ( , ) and is the fundamental frequency coefficient and is defined by
The structural circumferential periodicity of the inertial excitation is shown in Figure 2 . The inertia excitation will make the whole plate with transverse shearing stress, whose value is various at different positions. If we start a concentric circle from any angle through the stress change process, it can be found that the stress value at the finished point equals Shock and Vibration 3 the value where the circle starts. This kind of periodicity does exist and is available. In this section, the structural circumferential periodicity will be utilized to establish a new mathematical model and to calculate the transverse free vibration characteristics.
When the structure vibrates freely, the frequency of the force is consistent with the natural frequency of the structure. Thus, the transverse displacement amplitude and the inertia excitation can be assumed as follows:
Substituting (6a) and (6b) into (4) yields
Solution of (7) can be obtained and written as
The former 4 terms on the right of the equation are the general solution of homogeneous Kamke differential equation and the last integral term is the particular solution of the nonhomogeneous equation. and are the Bessel functions of the first and second kinds and and are modified Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, respectively. The integral coefficients 1 ∼ 4 determine the mode shape and can be solved from the boundary conditions. The coefficient is given by
2.2. Integral Constants. The integral coefficients 1 ∼ 4 in (8) can be determined by the structure and boundary conditions. When the origin of cylindrical coordinates system is taken to coincide with the center of the circular plate and no internal holes attached to the plate are considered, the terms of (8) involving and terms must be discarded in order to avoid the infinite deflections and stresses at the plate center where = 0:
Substituting (10) into (8), the expression under simple boundary conditions could be deduced as follows:
For a simple supported circular plate, the calculation of
where 1 ∼ 4 are defined: 
For free case, the calculation of 1 ∼ 4 is
Here,
(17d)
Inertia Excitation.
When the structure in Figure 1 vibrates freely, the inertia force of the concentrated masses can be regarded as a kind of excitation. The forcing function can be written as
where , is the amplitude of the inertia force produced by the th mass which position is ( , ) and is the Dirac delta function.
The right side of (18) can be expanded into Fourier-Bessel series with functions ( ) and cos( ). So, (18) could be expressed then as
where ( ) is the th positive root of the Bessel function ( ) = 0. Comparing to (6b), the structural circumferential periodicity can be formulated as follows:
Calculation of , can be performed as
Substituting (21a) and (21b) into (11), the displacements and mode functions can be formulated as
Shock and Vibration 5 is the step function. The mathematical model is appropriate to the case that the concentrated masses locate at the eccentric position. For the center case, refer to Leissa [20] .
Frequency Equation.
According to (21b), the inertia excitation of the th concentrated mass can be formulated as
Substituting (23) into (21b), the homogeneous linear equations can be obtained as
Calculation of the diagonal elements in (26) is
is the ratio of the concentrated mass to the circular plate . Considering that all the solutions of (26) are nonzero, the natural frequency equation can be expressed as
The order of the determinant in (28) equals the number of the concentrated masses. Substitute the natural frequency solved from (28) into (21b) and combine the relative values with (23) ; the relative values of , and the mode functions can be obtained.
Point Mobility Matrix Modeling
The structure shown in Figure 1 can be considered a linear and time invariant system, which is excited by a general force field exp( ) expressed as complex force amplitude times a harmonically varying function of time exp( ). Owing to the system linearity the corresponding general velocity field is also harmonic, exp( ), and the ratio is independent of the amplitude of the exciting force. If the excitation is harmonic at angular frequency , the generalized mechanical mobility functions can be defined as follows:
Given the linear system in Figure 1 subjected to simultaneously acting force and moments excitations in the directions of -, -, and -axes, respectively, the translational and rotational velocity responses at a certain position can be derived as follows: 
The diagonal elements in the matrix are the force and moment mobility functions, and the nondiagonal elements are the coupling mobility functions resulting from the simultaneously acting force and moment excitations.
Driving Point Mobility.
For a thin circular plate carrying concentrated masses, the transverse displacement amplitude function at any point, due to a sinusoidal lateral load of ( 0 , 0 ) sin , is given by [3, 19] 
where is the vibration mode function, is the nature frequency, is the excitation frequency, and is loss factor. Modal mass can be calculated as
Here, is the domain of the circular plate. According to the impedance transform theory (ITT), displacement expression of (31) can be transferred into velocity:
The driving point mobility is the ratio of velocity response to the excitation force at the same point in the system. Thus, the force mobility can be written as For the case of moment excitation, we may calculate the response at the excitation point 0 . The method used by Goyder and White [19] and Cremer et al. [3] , departing the moment excitation into a pair of forces, a couple, composed of two opposite and equal forces applied at two points with a sufficiently small distance 2 , was adopted. Hence, the moment applied at ( 0 , 0 ) can be replaced by two equal and opposite point forces, and − , applied at the positions ( 0 , 0 + ) and ( 0 , 0 − ), respectively. So, the resultant moment can be expressed as
At the driving point, the force excitation does not generate a rotational velocity and the couple does not generate an outof-plane velocity. Also, the rotational velocity at the driving point generated by the couple is in the same direction as that of the couple. Transverse displacement and two rotations and can be observed based on Kirchhoff plate theory:
The rotational velocity response of the plate subjected to the moment excitations can then be obtained by summing the responses due to the excitation forces, and − , based on the superposition theorem for linear systems. The velocity response of the driving point 0 can be represented aṡ(
Therefore, the moment mobility functions could be given as
Shock and Vibration In the other direction, coordinate, the moment mobility 33 could be obtained similarly. The coupling mobility, the nondiagonal elements in (30), represents the functions between rotational DOF and the force excitation or translational DOF and the moment excitation. One can obtain them as
31 =̇(
32 =̇(
Transfer Point Mobility.
The method outlined previously was extended to predict transfer point mobility, which is the complex ratio of the general velocity field generated at the receiving point 1 to the general force field acts at the excitation point 0 (see Figure 1) . The transverse velocity generated at the point 1 by a point transverse force at position 0 is given bẏ
Thus, the transfer force point mobility can be expressed as
Shock and Vibration 9 For the case of moment excitation at the driving point 0 , the rotational velocity generated at the receiving point 1 can be derived by replacing the moment with a couple of transverse forces. According to Kirchhoff plate theory, as employed in Section 3.1, the rotational velocity response generated at point 1 due to moment excitation at the driving point 0 can be derived bẏ
Therefore, the transfer moment mobility functions could be given as
Unlike the situation of driving coupling mobility, the transfer coupling mobility has its own special characters. The force-moment excitation generates the rotational-transverse displacement at the receiving point, except the driving point. So the transfer coupling mobility matrix is not a symmetrical matrix. 
Example Applications
This section presents the calculated transverse vibration and the mobility results of a clamped circular plate carrying a concentrated mass. Comparisons are made with those existing and available to validate the method, based on which to predict its driving and transfer point mobility matrices. Figure 3 is the lower 4 order frequencies of a clamped circular plate with a concentrated mass at various positions. The plots present how the frequency curves decrease as the mass ratio increases from 0 to 2.8 and the position ratio from 0 to 0.9 as it was to be expected. The natural frequency curves of each order distribute regularly. It can be observed from the 1st order that the variation of natural frequency is more noticeable when the mass is near to the center = 0.1 of the plate than close to the outer boundary = 0.9. It can be found from the 2nd order that the most sensitive position ratio is not = 0.1 but = 0.4. For the 3rd order, the position ratio = 0.1 appears as the most insensitive parameter dramatically and meanwhile the most sensitive position ratio turns to be = 0.5. For the 4th order, the most insensitive parameter is the position ratio = 0.4 together with = 0.9 while the most sensitive parameter is the position ratio = 0.1.
Transverse Vibration.
Comparison with the numerical results of the natural frequency in [21] could validate the correctness and accuracy of the mathematical model presented in this paper. Table 1 is the calculated fundamental frequency coefficients. Comparison with the published results available for the clamped thin isotropic circular plate with a concentrated mass is performed. Values in round brackets are cited from [22] , in square brackets from [21] , and in curly brackets from [23] . It is found that the results obtained by the present approach correlate well with the 1st natural frequency in Figure 3(a) . The main reason for the data in Table 1 being slightly higher than those in the literatures is that the derivation calculation of the Bessel functions in (17a)-(17d) generates truncation error when performed via the recurrence formula. Figure 4 is the lower 6 order vibration modes of clamped case with a concentrated mass whose mass ratio is 2.6 and position is (0.2 , 0). It can be seen from the plots that the nodal diameters and nodal circles were changed into the nodal segments and nodal arcs under the effect of the concentrated mass. In addition, the concentrated mass generates the local wave crest and wave trough, which could be observed from the contours of the mode shapes. Figures 5 and 6 are the modulus spectra of six-driving-point mobility of the clamped circular plate carrying a concentrated mass, whose mass ratio is 2.6 and position is (0.2 , 0). The simple harmonic force and moment excitation with unite amplitude act at the point (0.75 , 5 /6). The thickness and the radius of the plate are 1 × 10 −3 m and 0.5 m. The elastic modulus, density, loss factor, and Poisson ratio are 2.05 × 10 11 Nm −2 , 7.85 × 10 3 kgm −3 , 0.001, and 0.3, respectively. The mobility of the same plate with no concentrated mass is also given.
Driving Point Mobility.
It can be seen from Figure 5 that the concentrated mass has an obvious effect on the driving point mobility. Relative to the homogeneous case, more resonance peaks emerge in the force and moment mobility plots, such as the local tiny peaks at 97 Hz in plot (a), 212 Hz and 698 Hz in (b), and 782 Hz in (c).
Lots of major peaks slide toward to the lower frequency band more or less, as can be seen in Figure 6 . The peak generated at 860 Hz in plot (a) for homogeneous circular plate appears at 782 Hz in advance when it comes to the case of concentrated mass. The same situations could also be found in the other coupling mobility. For example, the peak is from 840 Hz to 801 Hz and from 198 Hz to 167 Hz in plot (b) and from 675 Hz to 590 Hz in plot (c). The reason for the peaks slide toward lower frequency band is that the concentrated mass reduced the structure's natural frequency, which corresponds to the major peaks.
For a linear system, the driving point mobility matrix is symmetric; thus the coupling mobility functions between the translational velocity and the moment excitation, that is, 12 and 13 , equal the coupling mobility functions between the rotational velocity and the force excitation, that is, 21 and 31 , respectively. The coupling mobility functions between the rotational velocity and the moment excitation, that is, 32 and 23 , are equal to each other because of the isotropic medium of the plate. Specifically, the coupling mobility is zero when the plate center was taken as the driving point. Figures 7 and 8 are the transfer mobility of the same structure in Section 4.2. The transfer path is from the excitation point 0 (0.75 , 5 /6) to the resultant velocity point 1 (0.65 , − /4); see Figure 1 . As with the situation of driving mobility, concentrated mass has a significant effect on transfer point mobility. Figure 7 is the transfer force and moment mobility of the circular plate with concentrated mass. It shows that the transfer moment mobility 22 has a numerical increase sharply at the frequency Coupling mobility
Transfer Point Mobility.
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Frequency (Hz) band below 110 Hz in contrast to the case of homogeneous plate. For the force mobility 11 and moment mobility 33 , the criticality frequency value is about 30 Hz, in which the peaks appear in advance because of the reduction of the natural frequency. For the moment mobility 33 , plot (c) shows that the concentrated mass has less effect almost in the frequency band above 840 Hz. Figure 8 is the transfer coupling mobility on which the effect of the concentrated mass is similar to the force and moment mobility in Figure 7 . The different types of coupling mobility 12 , 21 , 23 , and 32 have a numerical increase sharply at the frequency band below 110 Hz in contrast to the homogeneous case. For the two types of coupling mobility 13 and 31 , about 30 Hz is a threshold value below which the coupling mobility of the plate with concentrated mass is higher than that of homogeneous case. the clamped circular plate with a concentrated mass, which mass ratio is 2.6 and position is (0.2 , 0) in polar coordinate system. Considering the out-of-plane excitation force which is = 100 sin(50 ) N acts at the plate center, the transverse displacement response at various moments in a completely periodicity can be obtained as shown in Figure 9 . Figure 10 is the displacement of points 1 and 2, which positions are (0.5 , ) and (0.8 , ), respectively. It can be observed from the plots that the response of the plate is a simple harmonic motion, whose periodicity is the same with the excitation force.
Application of Point

Conclusions
This work is related to how to compute the driving and transfer point mobility matrix of a concentrated mass-loaded circular plate. Firstly, a new mathematical model based on the structural circumferential periodicity of inertia excitation produced by the concentrated masses was presented to solve the transverse free vibration characteristics. The numerical results, including the natural frequency and fundamental frequency coefficient, of the clamped case were compared to the published ones to validate the present method and to ensure the correctness of mobility solution. Furthermore, the driving and transfer point mobility matrices were calculated based on the analytical mode functions solution and the effect of the concentrated mass on the point mobility was analyzed.
The main findings from the study are as follows.
(1) For the driving point mobility, concentrated mass generates more resonance peaks in force and moment point mobility in contrast to the homogeneous case. This situation corresponds well with the local wave crests and wave troughs in the mode shapes. For the coupling mobility, the major wave crest slides toward the lower frequency band due to the concentrated mass.
(2) The transfer point mobility, including the force, moment, and coupling mobility, has a numerical sharp increase in the frequency band below 110 Hz and the wave crests emerge in advance because of the natural frequency decreases due to the concentrated masses.
(3) The driving point mobility matrix of concentrated mass-loaded circular plate is symmetric because the mass does not change the linearity of the system. Specially, the nondiagonal elements are zeros if the plate center was taken as the driving point. For transfer point mobility, the mobility matrix is not symmetric.
